
Order codes

Guarantee

Impressive legroom

With 30 years’experience,
Mountway prides itself on
‘bringing independence
to life’with innovative
products such as the

Neptune bath lift.

Visit
www.mountway.com

or ask your local retailer/
supplier for information on
our other product solutions

for independent living.

neptune
bath lift

®Enjoy a soothing,
refreshing bath – safely,
independently and in
comfort!

Neptune’s frame is
guaranteed for 5 years and
consumables such as the
charger and suction feet for
2 years. The battery and all
accessories are guaranteed
for 1 year.

b a t h i n g a n d t o i l e t i n g

Contact your local retailer/supplier or visit www.mountway.com
for full product specifications.

Accessories

Item Order Code
Neptune bath lift NEPA
Telecare-Enabled Neptune NEPAT
Cushioned cover set A244
Carry bag K901A
Corner & wide bath kit A164
Side flap protector (single) AB283
Side flap protector
extension kit AB284
Side flap protector
extension kit (non-hooking) AB287
Pelvic harness (adult) AB230

(child) AB229

Stylish and comfortable

Lightweight and compact

Fits virtually any bath

Safe and simple to use

Easy to clean

Formore information or to order:

call: 0800 014 1852
e-mail: mail@mountway.co.uk
or visit: www.mountway.com

Part number: ML1022 / Issue: 1; 06/11

Technical Specifications

Maximum user weight 160kg/25 stone/350lbs
Total product weight (excl. battery) 9.5kg/20.94lbs
Seat width 350mm/13.78in
Seat width with flaps open 730mm/28.74in
Maximum seat height 435mm/17.13in
Minimum seat height 70mm/2.76in
Overall length (stood upright) 580mm/22.83in

� Cushioned cover set offers
additional comfort

� Corner and wide bath kit
allows safer seat transfers in corner and wide baths
whilst also maximising legroom

� Carry bag enables Neptune to be
easily transported on your travels

� Side flap protectors allow Neptune
to glide smoothly over
built-in-handles. Side flap protector
extension kits are also available

� Pelvic harness helps maintain body
posture and prevents slipping

� Telecare-Enabled Neptune allows
remote access to a community alarm
system*, giving additional reassurance
in case of emergencies

* Telecare-EnabledNeptune compatiblewith Tunstall
Lifeline 400, 4000+andConnect +homeunits only
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Smooth, accessible surfaces and an
open-based design make Neptune
and the bath around it incredibly
straightforward to clean.

Don’t worry about electricity in your
bathroom! Neptune is powered by a
completely waterproof rechargeable
battery hand control. This features
large, easy-to-press buttons and a
built-in monitoring system to indicate
when recharging is needed*.

* Battery charger also supplied

Safe and simple to use

Easy to clean

Neptune’s sleek, modern style blends
discreetly into any bathroom. Its high,
contoured backrest offers increased
comfort and support, along with freedom
to move your arms when bathing.

Lightweight and compact

No complex or expensive adaptations
required! Neptune is suitable for
almost any style or shape of bath and
attaches securely to your existing bath
with 4 reassuringly large suction feet.

Fits virtually any bath

Impressive legroom

Neptune’s slimline, compact design enables it to be
positioned at the very back of your bath to maximise leg
space – ideal if you are tall or have a small bath.
Combined with a seat that also goes low into the water,
you can enjoy a great wash and a relaxing soak!

Taking a bath can be one of life’s great
pleasures, leaving you fully refreshed
and relaxed.

If getting in and out of the bath is taking more out
of you than it should, the Neptune bath lift offers a
simple, safe and great all-round solution.

At the touch of a button, Neptune will lower you
safely to the bottom of a warm, calming bath and
will then raise you effortlessly back to the top again.

Stylish and comfortable

It is one of the lightest bath lifts available
and can be easily split into 2 lighter
sections for taking in and out of the bath.
It curves neatly around your body for
ease of carrying and fits into small corners
for storage.


